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The number one choice for maximum 
convenience and transportability.
The compact Minimo Autofold has all the benefits of the 
Minimo Plus but delivers automated powered folding in 
one simple movement. 

The finest in its class, the Autofold is simple to operate. 
By swiping the control fob and pressing the foot pedal to 
start the automated folding, the need for bending down 
is eliminated to maximise convenience. But this is also the 
solution for you if you’re after something stylish as well 
as compact. Easily navigate the sleek control panel, sit in 
comfort on the mesh-style padded seat and be easily seen 
with the LED front light.

This high specification 4mph scooter has a traditional 
four-wheel configuration for extra stability, a tight turning 
radius for negotiating corners and features pneumatic 
tyres for a smooth ride. What’s more, the Autofold is ideal 
for transporting in the car and taking on the plane thanks 
to its lightweight lithium battery and compact frame. 

• Travel up to 4mph for a range up to 10 miles (16km)
• Pneumatic tyres and four-wheel configuration for stability 
• Maximum user weight of 18 stone (115kg)
• Stylish design based on the Minimo family of scooters 
• Simple control panel with LED battery gauge 
• Removable seat and battery for easy transportation
• Safety sensor to control cornering speeds

 

“It is wonderful. It is the best 
mobility scooter I have ever 
had. So reliable, so well 
made, amazing. I couldn’t 

 be more pleased.”   
 Mrs De Castro.  

MinimoAutofold
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Available in Titanium 
Silver Metallic only

Maximum Speed (up to) Maximum Weight Range (up to) Vehicle Class

4mph 18 stone 10 miles 2 - pavement scooter

Specification and comparison table on Page 82-83

Large, LED front and rear lights offer more visibility for 
other road users. Pneumatic tyres provide a smooth ride

By pressing ‘Autofold’ button on the handlebar and 
then the foot pedal, the Autofold will start folding  

Instead of inserting a key into the ignition, swiping 
the remote fob ‘wakes up’ the control panel display

Lightweight battery can be lifted out and charged 
separately and is airline compliant. 

From its standing position, the Autofold automatically 
folds into a compact unit

MinimoAutofold
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Options and Accessories

Easy lifting handle Stick holderFront basketUnderseat bag




